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We calculate the electromagnetic multipole moments of the P+c (4380) pentaquark by modeling it
as the diquark-diquark-antiquark and D¯∗Σc molecular state with quantum numbers J
P = 3
2
−
. In
particular, the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments of this particle
are extracted in the framework of light-cone QCD sum rule. The values of the electromagnetic
multipole moments obtained via two pictures differ substantially from each other, which can be
used to pin down the underlying structure of P+c (4380). The comparison of any future experimental
data on the electromagnetic multipole moments of the P+c (4380) pentaquark with the results of the
present work can shed light on the nature and inner quark organization of this state.
Keywords: Pentaquarks, Electromagnetic form factors, Multipole moments, Molecule, Diquark-diquark-
antiquark
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the X(3872), many charmonium/bottomonium-like XYZ states have been reported in the
experiment. Some of these hadrons were suggested to have internal structures more complex than the simple q¯q con-
figuration for mesons or qqq/q¯q¯q¯ configuration for baryon/antibaryons in the conventional picture of the naive quark
model, and they are good candidates of exotic hadrons. In the newly observed family of XYZ, there are some decay
channels that break the isospin symmetry and affect the identification of the traditional charmonium/bottomonium
states negatively. The investigation of the properties of these states is one of the most attractive and active branches
of hadron physics. For some reviews on the theoretical and experimental progress on the properties of these new states
see Refs. [1–12]. In 2015, the LHCb Collaboration discovered two candidates of the hidden-charm pentaquark states,
P+c (4380) and P
+
c (4450), in the invariant mass spectrum of J/ψ p in the Λ
0
b → J/ψK− p decay [13]. According to
the LHCb measurements the P+c (4380) has a mass of 4380± 8± 29 MeV and a width of 205± 18± 86 MeV, while the
P+c (4450) has a mass of 4449.8±1.7±2.5 MeV and a width of 39±5±19 MeV. The preferred spin-parity assignments
of the Pc(4380) and Pc(4450) are J
P = 3/2− and 5/2+, respectively. The minimal quark content of the pentaquarks is
cc¯uud because these states decay into J/ψ p, and hence they are good candidates of exotic hidden-charm pentaquarks.
After the discovery of LHCb Collaboration there have been intensive theoretical studies to explain the properties
of these states. The spectroscopic parameters and decays of the P+c (4380) and P
+
c (4450) pentaquarks have been
studied with different models and approaches [14–50]. Different theoretical models give consistent mass results with
the experimental observations. Hence, more spectroscopic and decay parameters are needed to be calculated and
compared with the experimental data. In [46] it is shown that the molecular picture of D¯∗Σc for P
+
c (4380) gives
consistent results for both the mass and width with the experimental data.
As we mentioned above, chasing the announcement of the observation of pentaquarks there have been extensive
amount of studies on their features. However to acquire a deep understanding on their inner structure, which are still
not precise yet, we are in need of more experimental and theoretical studies which may shed light on their features.
In order to understand the internal structure of the hadrons in the nonperturbative regime of QCD, the essential
challenges are the specification of the dynamical and statical properties of hadrons such as their electromagnetic
multipole moments, coupling constants, masses and so on, both theoretically and experimentally. Many theoretical
models precisely predict the mass and decay width of the multiquark states, but the internal structure of these
states is still uncertain. In other words, the mass and decay width alone can not distinguish the internal structure
of the multiquark states. Remember that the electromagnetic multipole moments are equally significant dynamical
observables of the multiquark states. The electromagnetic multipole moments are directly related with the charge
and current distributions in the hadrons and these parameters are directly connected to the spatial distributions of
quarks and gluons inside the hadrons. Their magnitude and sign provide important information on structure, size
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2and shape of hadrons. There are many studies in the literature committed to the study the electromagnetic multipole
moments of the standard hadrons, but unfortunately relatively little are known about the electromagnetic multipole
moments of the exotic hadrons. There are a few studies in the literature where the magnetic dipole moment of the
pentaquarks are studied [17, 51–57].
In this study, the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments of the pentaquark state
P+c (4380) (hereafter we will denote this state as Pc) is extracted by using the diquark-diquark-antiquark and D¯
∗Σc
molecular interpolating currents in the framework of the light cone QCD sum rule (LCSR). The LCSR has already
been successfully applied to extract properties of hadrons for decades such as, form factors, coupling constants and
the electromagnetic multipole moments. In this approach, the properties of the hadrons are expressed in terms of
the light-cone distribution amplitudes (DAs) and the vacuum condensates [for details, see for instance [58–60]]. Since
the electromagnetic multipole moments are expressed in terms of the features of the DAs and the QCD vacuum, any
uncertainty in these parameters reflects the uncertainty of the estimations of the electromagnetic multipole moments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, the calculation of the sum rules in LCSR will be presented.
In the last section, we numerically analyze the sum rules obtained for the electromagnetic multipole moments and
discuss the obtained results. The explicit expressions of the electromagnetic form factors defining the magnetic dipole,
electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments are moved to the Appendix A.
II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC MULTIPOLE MOMENTS OF Pc PENTAQUARK IN LCSR
In this section we derive the LCSR for the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments of
the Pc pentaquark. For this purpose, we consider a correlation function in the presence of the external electromagnetic
field (γ),
Πµν(q) = i
∫
d4xeip·x〈0|T {Jµ(x)J¯ν(0)}|0〉γ , (1)
where Jµ is the interpolating current of Pc pentaquark. In the diquark-diquark-antiquark and molecular pictures, it
is given as [27, 37]
JDiµ (x) = ε
abcεadeεbfg
[
uTd (x)Cγ5de(x)u
T
f (x)Cγµcg(x)Cc¯
T
c (x)
]
,
JMolµ (x) =
[
c¯d(x)γµdd(x)
][
ǫabc(u
T
a (x)Cγαub(x))γ
αγ5cc(x)
]
, (2)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix; and a, b... are color indices.
The correlation function, given in Eq. (1), can be obtained in terms of hadronic parameters, known as hadronic
representation. Furthermore it can be obtained in terms of the quark-gluon parameters and distribution amplitudes
(DAs) of the photon in the deep Euclidean region, known as QCD representation.
The hadronic side of the correlation function can be obtained by inserting complete sets of the hadronic pentaquarks,
between the interpolating currents in Eq. (1), with the same quantum numbers as the Pc interpolating currents, i.e.,
ΠHadµν (p, q) =
〈0 | Jµ | Pc(p)〉
[p2 −m2Pc ]
〈Pc(p) | Pc(p+ q)〉γ 〈Pc(p+ q) | J¯ν | 0〉
[(p+ q)2 −m2Pc ]
, (3)
where q is the momentum of the photon. The matrix element of the interpolating current between the vacuum and
the Pc pentaquark is defined as
〈0 | Jµ(0) | Pc(p, s)〉 = λPcuµ(p, s), (4)
where λPc is the residue and uµ(p, s) is the Rarita-Schwinger spinor. Summation over spins of Pc pentaquark is
applied as:
∑
s
uµ(p, s)u¯ν(p, s) = −
(
p/+mPc
)[
gµν − 1
3
γµγν − 2 pµpν
3m2Pc
+
pµγν − pνγµ
3mPc
]
. (5)
The transition matrix element 〈Pc(p) | Pc(p+ q)〉γ entering Eq. (3) can be parameterized in terms of four Lorentz
invariant form factors as follows [61–66]:
〈Pc(p) | Pc(p+ q)〉γ = −eu¯µ(p)
{
F1(q
2)gµνε/− 1
2mPc
[
F2(q
2)gµν + F4(q
2)
qµqν
(2mPc)
2
]
ε/q/
+ F3(q
2)
1
(2mPc)
2
qµqνε/
}
uν(p+ q),
(6)
3where ε is the polarization vector of the photon.
In principle, using the above equations, we can obtain the final expression of the hadronic side of the correlation
function, but we come across with two difficulties: all Lorentz structures are not independent and the correlation
function can also receive contributions from spin-1/2 particles, which should be eliminated. Actually, the matrix
element of the current Jµ between vacuum and spin-1/2 pentaquarks is nonzero and is specified as
〈0 | Jµ(0) | B(p, s = 1/2)〉 = (Apµ +Bγµ)u(p, s = 1/2). (7)
As is seen the unwanted spin-1/2 contributions are proportional to γµ and pµ. By multiplying both sides with γ
µ and
using the condition γµJµ = 0 one can determine the constant A in terms of B. To remove the spin-1/2 pollutions and
obtain only independent structures in the correlation function, we apply the ordering for Dirac matrices as γµp/ε/q/γν
and eliminate terms with γµ at the beginning, γν at the end and those proportional to pµ and pν [67]. As a result,
using Eqs. (3)-(6) for hadronic side we obtain,
ΠHadµν (p, q) = −
λ2
Pc
[(p+ q)2 −m2
Pc
][p2 −m2
Pc
]
[
− gµνp/ε/q/ F1(q2) +mPcgµνε/q/ F2(q2) +
F3(q
2)
4mPc
qµqνε/q/
+
F4(q
2)
4m3Pc
(ε.p)qµqνp/q/ + other independent structures
]
. (8)
The magnetic dipole, GM (q
2), electric quadrupole, GQ(q
2), and magnetic octupole, GO(q
2), form factors are defined
in terms of the form factors Fi(q
2) in the following way [61–66]:
GM (q
2) =
[
F1(q
2) + F2(q
2)
]
(1 +
4
5
τ)− 2
5
[
F3(q
2) + F4(q
2)
]
τ (1 + τ) ,
GQ(q
2) =
[
F1(q
2)− τF2(q2)
]− 1
2
[
F3(q
2)− τF4(q2)
]
(1 + τ) ,
GO(q
2) =
[
F1(q
2) + F2(q
2)
] − 1
2
[
F3(q
2) + F4(q
2)
]
(1 + τ) , (9)
where τ = − q2
4m2
Pc
. At q2 = 0, the multipole form factors are obtained in terms of the functions Fi(0) as:
GM (0) = F1(0) + F2(0),
GQ(0) = F1(0)− 1
2
F3(0),
GO(0) = F1(0) + F2(0)− 1
2
[F3(0) + F4(0)]. (10)
The magnetic dipole (µPc), electric quadrupole (QPc) and magnetic octupole (OPc) moments are defined in the
following way:
µPc =
e
2mPc
GM (0),
QPc =
e
m2Pc
GQ(0),
OPc =
e
2m3Pc
GO(0). (11)
The next step is to calculate the correlation function in Eq. (1) in terms of quark-gluon parameters as well as the
photon DAs in the deep Euclidean region. For this purpose, the interpolating currents are inserted into the correlation
function and after the contracting out the quark pairs using Wick theorem the following results are obtained:
ΠQCDµν (p) = i ε
abcεa
′b′c′εadeεa
′d′e′εbfgεb
′f ′g′
∫
d4xeip·x〈0|
{
Tr
[
γ5S
ee′
d (x)γ5S˜
dd′
u (x)
]
Tr
[
γµS
gg′
c (x)γν S˜
ff ′
u (x)
]
S˜c
′c
c (−x)
−Tr
[
γ5S
ee′
d (x)γ5S˜
fd′
u (x)γµS
gg′
c (x)γν S˜
df ′
u (x)
]
S˜c
′c
c (−x)
}
|0〉γ , (12)
4in the diquark-diquark-antidiquark picture, and
ΠQCDµν (p) = −i ǫabcǫa
′b′c′
∫
d4xeip·x〈0|
{
Tr
[
γµS
dd′
d (x)γνS
d′d
c (−x)
]
Tr
[
γβS˜
aa′
u (x)γαS
bb′
u (x)]
(
γαγ5S
cc′
c (x)γ5γ
β
)
−Tr
[
γµS
dd′
d (x)γνS
d′d
c (−x)
]
Tr
[
γβS˜
ba′
u (x)γαS
ab′
u (x)
](
γαγ5S
cc′
c (x)γ5γ
β
)}
|0〉γ , (13)
in the molecular picture, where
S˜ijc(q)(x) = CS
ijT
c(q)(x)C,
with Sq(c)(x) being the quark propagator. The light (q) and heavy (c) propagators are given as [68]
Sq(x) = i
x/
2π2x4
− q¯q
12
− q¯σ.Gq
192
x2 − igs
32π2x2
Gµν(x)
[
/xσµν + σµν/x
]
, (14)
and
Sc(x) =
m2c
4π2
[
K1
(
mc
√−x2
)
√−x2 + i
x/ K2
(
mc
√−x2
)
(
√−x2)2
]
− gsmc
16π2
∫ 1
0
dv Gµν(vx)
[
(σµνx/ + x/σµν)
K1
(
mc
√−x2
)
√−x2
+ 2σµνK0
(
mc
√
−x2
)]
, (15)
where Ki are modified the second kind Bessel functions and G
µν is the gluon field strength tensor. Note that with the
above form of the light quark propagator and considering Eqs. (12) and (13), which represent the quark propagators
between vacuum and the photon states, we include all the possible contributions.
The correlation function includes different types of contributions. In the first part, the photon interacts with one
of the light or heavy quarks, perturbatively. In this case, the propagator of the quark that interacts with the photon,
perturbatively is replaced by
Sfree(x)→
∫
d4y Sfree(x− y) /A(y)Sfree(y) , (16)
with Sfree(x) representing the first term of the light or heavy quark propagator, and the remaining four propagators
in Eqs. (12) and (13) are replaced with the full quark propagators including the free (perturbative) part as well as the
interacting parts (with gluon or QCD vacuum) as nonperturbative contributions. The full perturbative contribution
is obtained by applying the above replacement for the perturbatively interacting quark propagator with the photon
and replacing the remaining propagators by their free parts.
In the second type, one of the light quark propagators in Eqs. (12) and (13), describing the photon emission at
large distances, is replaced by
Sabαβ(x)→ −
1
4
[
q¯a(x)Γiq
b(x)
](
Γi
)
αβ
, (17)
and the remaining propagators are replaced with the full quark propagators. Here, Γi are the full set of Dirac matrices.
Once Eq. (17) is plugged into Eqs. (12) and (13) , there appear matrix elements such as 〈γ(q) |q¯(x)Γiq(0)| 0〉 and
〈γ(q) |q¯(x)ΓiGαβq(0)| 0〉, representing the nonperturbative contributions. These matrix elements can be expressed in
terms of photon wave functions with definite twists, whose expressions are given in Ref. [69]. The QCD side of the
correlation function can be obtained in terms of quark-gluon properties using Eqs. (12)-(17) and after applying the
Fourier transformation to transfer the calculations to the momentum space.
The two representations, the QCD and hadronic sides, of the correlation function, in two different kinematical
regions are then matched using dispersion relation. Then we carry out the double Borel transforms with respect
to the variables p2 and (p + q)2 on both sides of the correlation function in order to suppress the contributions of
the higher states and continuum, and use the quark-hadron duality assumption. By matching the coefficients of the
structures gµνp/ε/q/, gµνε/q/, qµqνε/q/ and (ε.p)qµqνp/q/, respectively for the F1, F2, F3 and F4 we find LCSR for these four
invariant form factors. The explicit expressions of the sum rules for these form factors are given in the Appendix A.
For the sake of simplicity only the results obtained from the diquark-diquark-antiquark picture are given. The results
of the molecular picture have more or less has similar forms.
5Picture |µPc |[µN ] |QPc |[fm
2] |OPc |[fm
3]
Diquark 1.30 ± 0.50 0.017 ± 0.05 0.0002 ± 0.00006
Molecule 3.35 ± 1.35 0.23± 0.06 0.017 ± 0.004
TABLE I: Results of the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments of Pc pentaquark.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
Present section is devoted to the numerical analysis for the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic
octupole moments of the Pc pentaquark. We use mu = md = 0, mc = (1.28 ± 0.03)GeV [70], mPc = 4.38 ±
0.37 GeV [70], f3γ = −0.0039 GeV 2 [69], 〈u¯u〉 = 〈d¯d〉 = (−0.24± 0.01)3GeV 3 [71], and 〈g2sG2〉 = 0.88 GeV 4 [1]. To
obtain a numerical prediction for the electromagnetic multipole moments, we also need to specify the values of the
residue of the Pc pentaquark. The residue is obtained from the mass sum rule as λPc = (1.55±0.28)×10−3 GeV 6 [37]
for the diquark-diquark-antiquark picture and λPc = (0.98 ± 0.05) × 10−3 GeV 6 [20] for molecular picture. The
parameters used in the photon distribution amplitudes are given in [69].
The predictions for the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments depend on two auxil-
iary parameters; the Borel mass parameter M2 and continuum threshold s0. According to the standard prescriptions
in the method used the predictions should weakly depend on these helping parameters. The continuum threshold
represents the scale at which, the excited states and continuum start to contribute to the correlation function. To
specify the working interval of the continuum threshold, we impose the conditions of pole dominance and operator
product expansion (OPE) convergence. Our numerical computations lead to the interval [22-24] GeV 2 for this param-
eter. To specify the working region of the Borel parameter one needs to take into account two criteria: convergence
of the series of OPE and effective suppression of the higher states and continuum . The above requirements restrict
the working region of the Borel parameter to 5 GeV 2 ≤ M2 ≤ 7 GeV 2. In Fig. 1, we plot the dependencies of the
magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments on M2 at several fixed values of the continuum
threshold s0. As can be seen from this figure, the corresponding electromagnetic multipole moments show overall
weak dependence on the variations of the Borel mass parameter in its working regions. However, the dependence of
the results on the continuum threshold is considerable.
In this part we would like to discuss the the amount of the perturbative and different nonperturbative contributions
to the whole results. Our numerical calculations show that almost 85% of the total contribution belongs to the
perturbative part and the remaining 15% corresponds to the nonperturbative contributions: almost 17% of the total
nonperturbative contributions comes from the terms containing quark condensates 〈q¯q〉, 5% belongs to those containing
gluon condensates 〈g2sG2〉, 77% belongs to the terms including the DAs parameters and remaining 1% corresponds to
the higher dimensional operators, where because of their negligible contributions we will not present these terms in
the Appendix.
Our final results for the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments are given in Table
I. The errors in the given results arise due to the variations in the calculations of the working regions of M2 and s0
as well as the uncertainties in the values of the input parameters and the photon DAs. We shall remark that the
main source of uncertainties is due to the variations of the results with respect to s0. As previously mentioned, the
continuum threshold is not totally arbitrary but it depends on the energy of the first excited state. We don’t have
enough information on the mass of the first excited state in the channel under consideration. Hence we choose its
working interval such that the above mentioned criteria of the sum rules be satisfied. Our analyses show that in the
selected region for s0, the dependence of the results on this parameter is very weak compared to the regions out of
its working window. We also would like to note that in Table I and Fig. 1, the absolute values are given since it is
not possible to specify the sign of the residue from the mass sum rules. Hence, it is not possible to predict the signs
of the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments.
In conclusion, we have calculated the electromagnetic multipole moments of the P+c (4380) pentaquark by modeling
it as the diquark-diquark-antiquark and molecular state of D¯∗Σc with quantum numbers J
P = 32
−
. The magnetic
dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments of this particle have been extracted in the framework of
light-cone QCD sum rule. The values of the electromagnetic multipole moments obtained via two pictures show large
differences from each other, which can be used to pin down the underlying structure of P+c (4380). In other words,
as many models give compatible results on the mass and width with the experimental data preventing us assigning
exact inner structure for pentaquarks, the experimental measurement of the electromagnetic multipole moments of
the P+c (4380) pentaquark indeed can help us precisely distinguish its inner structure. The electromagnetic multipole
moments of P+c (4380) can be extracted through the process γ
(∗)p → P+c (4380) → P+c (4380) γ → J/ψ p γ like those
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FIG. 1: The dependence of the magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole moments for Pc
pentaquark; on the Borel parameter squared M2 at different fixed values of the continuum threshold.
of ∆+ baryon.
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7Appendix A: Explicit forms of the sum rules for FDii
In this appendix, we present the explicit expressions for the sum rules FDii :
FDi1 = −
em
2
Pc
/M2
λ2Pc
{
mc 〈q¯q〉
3774873 π5
[
− 40 π2 f3γ(ed + 10eu) I2[V ] I[0, 4, 4, 0] + 3(ed + 14eu) I4[S˜] I[0, 5, 4, 0]
+ 192 ec
(
I[0, 5, 2, 2]− 2 I[0, 5, 2, 3] + I[0, 5, 2, 4]− 2 I[0, 5, 3, 2] + 2 I[0, 5, 3, 3] + I[0, 5, 4, 2]
)]
− 〈g
2
sG
2〉
108716359680π7
[
20 π2 f3γ
(
4 (32ed + 41eu) I[0, 4, 4, 0] + 3 (9ed + 20eu) I[0, 4, 5, 0]
)
I2[V ] + (72ed + 720eu
− 702ec) I[0, 5, 2, 1]− (324ed + 2184eu − 2673ec) I[0, 5, 2, 2] + (492ed + 2456eu − 3511ec) I[0, 5, 2, 4]
− (300ed + 1240eu − 1811ec) I[0, 5, 2, 4] + (60ed + 248eu − 271ec) I[0, 5, 2, 5] + (216ed + 2160eu − 2106)
× I[0, 5, 3, 1] + (684ed + 4728ed − 5693ec) I[0, 5, 3, 2]− (624ed + 3424eu − 4483ec) I[0, 5, 3, 3] + (156ed
+ 856eu − 893ec) I[0, 5, 3, 4] + (216ed + 2160eu − 2106ec) I[0, 5, 4, 1]− (396ed + 2904eu − 3375ec)
× I[0, 5, 4, 2] + (132ed + 968eu − 973ec) I[0, 5, 4, 3]− (72ed + 720eu − 702ec) I[0, 5, 5, 1] + (36ed + 360eu
− 351ec) I[0, 5, 5, 2]
]
− f3γ
3019898880 π5
(13ed + 58eu) I2[V ] I[0, 6, 5, 0]
+
ec
880803840 π7
[
4 I[0, 7, 2, 3]− 13 I[0, 7, 2, 4] + 15 I[0, 7, 2, 5]− 7 I[0, 7, 2, 6] + I[0, 7, 2, 7]− 12 I[0, 7, 3, 3]
+ 27 I[0, 7, 3, 4]− 18 I[0, 7, 3, 5] + 3 I[0, 7, 3, 6] + 12 I[0, 7, 4, 3] + 3 I[0, 7, 4, 5]− 4 I[0, 7, 5, 3] + I[0, 7, 5, 4]
]}
,
(18)
FDi2 =
mPc e
m2
Pc
/M2
λ2Pc
{
− mc 〈q¯q〉
125829120 π5
[
− 120 (ed + 10eu) f3γ π2 I2[V ] I[0, 4, 4, 0] + (3ed + 14eu)I4[S] + 2ed I4[T1]
× I[0, 5, 4, 0] + 64 ec
(
I[0, 5, 2, 2]− 2 I[0, 5, 2, 3] + I[0, 5, 2, 4]− 2 I[0, 5, 3, 2] + 2 I[0, 5, 3, 3] + I[0, 5, 4, 2]
)]
+
〈g2sG2〉
108716359680π7
[
20 f3γπ
2
{
− 4
(
(52ed − 19eu)I2[A]− 9(32ed + 41eu)I2[V ] + 4(3ed + 2eu) I6[ψν ]
)
I[0, 4, 4, 0]
+ 3
(
8(−34ed + eu)I2[A] + 9(9ed + 220eu) I2[V ]
)
I[0, 4, 5, 0]
}
−
{
(−72ed + 702ec − 720eu) I[0, 5, 2, 1] + (324ed
− 2673ec + 2184eu) I[0, 5, 2, 2] + (−492ed + 3511ec − 2456eu) I[0, 5, 2, 3] + (300ed − 1811ec + 1240eu) I[0, 5, 2, 4]
+ (−60ed + 271ec − 248eu) I[0, 5, 2, 5] + (216ed − 2106ec + 2160eu) I[0, 5, 3, 1] + (−684ed + 5697ec − 4728eu)
× I[0, 5, 3, 2] + (624ed − 4484ec + 3424eu) I[0, 5, 3, 3] + (−156ed + 893ec − 856eu) I[0, 5, 3, 4]
+(−216ed + 2106ec − 2160eu) I[0, 5, 4, 1] + (396ed − 3375ec + 2904eu) I[0, 5, 4, 2] + (−132ed + 973ec − 968eu)
× I[0, 5, 4, 3] + (72ed − 702ec + 720eu) I[0, 5, 5, 1] + (−36ed + 351ec − 360eu) I[0, 5, 5, 2]
}]
+
f3γ
3019898880 π5
(13ed + 58eu)I2[V ] I[0, 6, 5, 0]
− ec
880803840 π7
[
4 I[0, 7, 2, 3]− 13 I[0, 7, 2, 4] + 15 I[0, 7, 2, 5]− 7 I[0, 7, 2, 6] + I[0, 7, 2, 7]− 12 I[0, 7, 3, 3]
+ 27 I[0, 7, 3, 4]− 18 I[0, 7, 3, 5] + 3 I[0, 7, 3, 6] + 12 I[0, 7, 4, 3]− 15 I[0, 7, 4, 4] + 3 I[0, 7, 4, 5]− 4 I[0, 7, 5, 3]
+ I[0, 7, 5, 4]
]}
, (19)
8FDi3 =
4mPc e
m2
Pc
/M2
λ2Pc
{
mc 〈g2sG2〉
5435817984 π7
[
2 f3γ π
2 I2[V ]
(
4 (5ed − 16eu) I[0, 3, 3, 0] + 3 (3ed + 5eu) I[0, 3, 4, 0]
)
+ 3 f3γ π
2
× I4[V ]
(
14 (ed + 4eu) I[0, 3, 3, 0]− (9ed + 194eu) I[0, 3, 4, 0]
)
(−36ed + 351ec − 360eu) I[0, 4, 1, 2] + (108ed
− 977ec + 1080eu) I[0, 4, 1, 3] + (−108ed + 901ec − 1080eu) I[0, 4, 1, 4] + (36ed − 275ec + 360eu) I[0, 4, 1, 5]
+ (108ed − 1053ec + 1080eu) I[0, 4, 2, 2] + (−216ed + 1954ec − 2160eu) I[0, 4, 2, 3] + (108ed − 901ec + 1080eu)
× I[0, 4, 2, 4] + (−108ed + 1053ec − 1080eu) I[0, 4, 3, 2] + (108ed − 977ec + 1080eu) I[0, 4, 3, 3]
+ (36ed − 351ec + 360eu) I[0, 4, 4, 2] + (−24ed − 240eu) I[1, 3, 1, 3] + (72ed + 720eu) I[1, 3, 1, 4] + (−72ed
− 720eu) I[1, 3, 1, 5] + (24ed + 240eu)I[1, 3, 1, 6] + (72ed + 720eu) I[1, 3, 2, 3] + (−144ed − 1440eu) I[1, 3, 2, 4]
+ (72ed + 720eu) I[1, 3, 2, 5] + (−72ed − 720eu) I[1, 3, 3, 3] + (72ed + 720eu) I[1, 3, 3, 4] + (24ed + 240eu)
× I[1, 3, 4, 3]
]
− mc f3γ
251658240π5
[
(ed + 4eu) I2[V ] + 6(3ed + 14eu) I4[V ]
]
I[0, 5, 4, 0]
+
mc ec
31457280π7
[
I[0, 6, 1, 4]− 3 I[0, 6, 1, 5] + 3 I[0, 6, 1, 6]− I[0, 6, 1, 7]− 3
(
I[0, 6, 2, 4]− 2 I[0, 6, 2, 5]
+ I[0, 6, 2, 6]− I[0, 6, 3, 4] + I[0, 6, 3, 5])− I[0, 6, 4, 4]]}, (20)
and
FDi4 =
4m3Pc e
m2
Pc
/M2
λ2Pc
{
mc 〈g2sG2〉
452984832π7
[
3 f3γ π
2 I4[V ]
(
(3ed − 8eu) I[0, 2, 3, 0] + 13eu I[0, 2, 4, 0]
)
+ 4 (ed + 10eu)
×
(
I[0, 3, 1, 3]− 3 I[0, 3, 1, 4] + 3 I[0, 3, 1, 5]− I[0, 3, 1, 6]− 3(I[0, 3, 2, 3]− 2 I[0, 3, 2, 4] + I[0, 3, 2, 5]− I[0, 3, 3, 3]
+ I[0, 3, 3, 4]
)− I[0, 3, 4, 3])]}, (21)
where, mc is the mass of the c quark, eq is the electric charge of the corresponding quark, 〈q¯q〉 and 〈g2sG2〉 are quark
and gluon condensates, respectively.
The functions I[n,m, l, k], I1[A], I2[A], I3[A], I4[A], I5[A], and I6[A] are defined as:
I[n,m, l, k] =
∫ s0
4m2
c
ds
∫ 1
0
dt
∫ 1
0
dw e−s/M
2
sn (s− 4m2c)m tl wk,
I1[A] =
∫
Dαi
∫ 1
0
dv A(αq¯, αq, αg)δ′(αq + v¯αg − u0),
I2[A] =
∫
Dαi
∫ 1
0
dv A(αq¯, αq, αg)δ′(αq¯ + vαg − u0),
I3[A] =
∫
Dαi
∫ 1
0
dv A(αq¯, αq, αg)δ(αq + v¯αg − u0),
I4[A] =
∫
Dαi
∫ 1
0
dv A(αq¯, αq, αg)δ(αq¯ + vαg − u0),
I5[A] =
∫ 1
0
du A(u)δ′(u− u0),
I6[A] =
∫ 1
0
du A(u).
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